
I should like to express one further thought on
this subjecta We are all concerned .s .and rightly so,that the
utmost in good judgment be applied to this complicated and
controversial problem of legal recognitiono- As I see it,
however2 we must not let it distract us so much thet we ignore
the longer term issues which are iaised by communist China's -
emergency as a new and powerful force in the worlda* The-conso-
lidation and growth of Chinese power under communist rule'which
is now taking place may be historically as important an event
as the Russian revolution of 1917 . The implications for us in
China's determined drive to achieve military and industrial .
might and a position as a world power may be as far reachin g
as similar developments which have taken place in Russia . Indeed~
one day in the future these two revolutionary forces may clash o
It may now seem to us to be of great importance to recognize
or not to recôgnize the çommunist regime in Pekingo It is of
far greater importance to recognize that a revolution-o f
.cataclysmic force has taken place in China as a fateful part
of the Emergerice of a modern awakened Asia o „

Objectives ofgSeyiet Policie s

Hon. members will recall the feeling of optimism
that was developed at the summit meeting as it is now called,
at Geneva last summer : It may well be that hopes at that time
were too high and that thinking was too wishfulo I remember'
along with others, taking that view in this House in the
discussion we had on July 23 last yearo At that time I, along
with a good many others, felt that the real test of the reality
and importance of the Geneva spirit was to be the foreign
Ministers' meeting which was called for November in an effort
to achieve some of the objectives of the summit meeting .

We now know that the results of that November meeting
was almost 100 per cent negative . We learned at that time that
Soviet words differed from Soviet deeds9 and that Soviet tactics*
were not the same as Soviet policy, As hono members will recall,
as a result of that foreign ministers' meeting in Geneva in
November, not_a gingle basic objective of Soviet policy was
changed o

What are those_ objectives? I believe myself that the
fundamental objective of Soviet policy, the long-range one, is
security for the Soviet Union and the triumph of communis t
ideology in a world of communist States controlled and dominated
by Moscow, I believe this objective remains unaffected eithe r
by relaxation or by increasés of tensionsa The cold war in
that sense goès on, and _X suggest it is misleading to think of
the cold war in any other terms .


